Laney Graduate School COVID Compliance Snapshot

Emory Forward is the official university source of information for the Emory Community. This is a snapshot of compliance protocols for the LGS Graduate Student Community.

Onboarding is required for LGS students who will be on-campus for any amount of time. Onboarding includes agreeing to the Emory Student Community Compact and understanding our shared responsibilities.

Required Screening Testing Within Seven Days: LGS students living off-campus who are coming to campus for any activity (i.e. conduct on-campus classes, labs, research, study, work, etc.) are required to take a screening test every seven days. Schedule your test here. Screening testing is not required for LGS students who will not access campus during the spring term.

Compliance: To remain in compliance throughout the spring term, you must:

- schedule and take an on-campus test every seven days or
- have an approved Screening Testing Exception or
- have a Screening Testing Exception pending

A listing of all testing sites and their hours are posted on Emory Forward.

Students who are out of compliance will receive a warning notification. Should an LGS student remain out of compliance, they will be subjected to the following accountability measures*:

- first non-compliance measures: Emory network internet restrictions.
- second non-compliance measures: campus building access restriction and continued Emory network internet restrictions.
- third non-compliance measures: campus building access restriction, continued Emory network internet restrictions, and an accountability meeting with LGS Senior Leadership and PD/DGS.

Continued infractions beyond these guidelines including but not limited to providing false information and/or withholding information during testing or contact tracing will result in further accountability measures by the Laney Graduate School. Repeated, extreme violations of the compliance policy or other responsible behaviors related to the health and wellness of the campus community can result in sanctions that include suspension or expulsion from Emory.

* Accountability Measures are cumulative throughout the term. For example, the first day the student goes to a building and swipes in, they will receive an email/text instructing them that they need to test that day. The next time the student accesses a building and swipes in the student will receive communication and their network wi-fi and building access are restricted.